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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the periodic logistic delay difference equation 
where 
x,+1 = 2, exp [a, + kC,, - c,x~-~~] , n E N = (0, 1, . . . }, 
. 
14, W,{ 1 P d c, are erio ic sequences with a common period w, 
an > 0, c, > 0, m, w are positive integers, 
p, q are positive constants with q > p. 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
Equation (1.1) can be used to describe discrete models for a single species (see, for example, [l]). 
Since environmental variation is often a crucial aspect in the dynamical nature of population 
(see [2] and the references therein), it is more realistic to study (1.1). 
From the point of mathematical biology, we will consider solutions of equation (1.1) with 
2 n = 4% 10, for n = -mw, -mw + 1,. . . ,0 and 40 > 0. (1.3) 
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One can easily see that the initial problem (1.1) and (1.3) h as a unique solution {xcn} which exists 
and is positive for all n E N. 
Usually, it is impossible to solve (1.1) analytically. So, it is important to extract a considerable 
amount of information about the dynamics without an analytical solution. There is considerable 
literature on attractivity and oscillation of the equilibrium of difference equations. To mention a 
few, see [3-71. But less is known about periodic solutions of difference equations. The purpose of 
this paper is to investigate the global attractivity and the oscillation of a unique positive periodic 
solution of (1.1) for all other positive solutions. For {G} = (0) in (l.l), we refer to [8]. And for 
the continuous analogy of (1.1)) we refer to [9]. 
As usual, a sequence (2,) is said to oscillate about {y,} if {zc, - yn} is neither eventually 
positive nor eventually negative. If {yn} = {y} is a constant sequence, we simply say that (2,) 
oscillates about y. In particular, when {y,} = {0}, we just say that (2,) oscillates. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to studying the case without 
delay. We obtain an w-periodic solution and study the global attractivity of it for all other 
positive solutions. Then, in Section 3, we study the global attractivity and oscillation of the 
unique periodic solution for all other positive solutions in the case with delay. 
2. GLOBAL ATTRACTIVITY WITHOUT DELAY 
Consider the periodic logistic difference equation 
where {an), {&I, {cn), P, and q satisfy (1.2). We begin with a lemma, which is extracted 
from [lo] and will be used repeatedly in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that (Y, y, p, and q are positive constants with p < q and ,L3 E R. ‘Then 
G(x) = a: + /3x?’ - yxq has a unique positive zero xe. Moreover, 
G(x) . { 
> 0, if x E (0,x0), 
< 0, if x E (x0, oo). 
For convenience of notation, for a periodic sequence z = {zn} with period w, we denote 
z* = ma z,, min Z 
O<n<w-1 
z* = 
-- o<n<w-1 
zn, 02, = jzzn. 
n=O 
Also,asin[11],wedefineN(a)={a,a+1,... }andN(a,b)={u,a+l,..., b}whereaandb 
are given integers and a 5 b. 
By Lemma 2.1, let g and Z be the unique positive roots of 
a * + b*xP - c*xq = 0 
and 
u* + b*xP - c*xq = 0 7 
respectively. Using Lemma 2.1, we can easily show that g 5 f. Let 
X = zoFZyFexp [a* + b*xP - c,xq] 
-- 
and 
X = x min exp [a, + b*xP - c*xQ] . 
-&l&T 
Then, using Lemma 2.1 again, we can easily show that X < a: 5 Z < w. 
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THEOREM 2.2. The set [x,X] is positive invariant with respect to equation (2.1) and it contains 
an w-periodic solution {&} to equation (2.1). 
PROOF. We first show that [x,x] is positive invariant. Here, we only show that if ze E (0,x], 
then 2, < x for n E IV. The proof for 2s E [x,x] implying zn > X for n E N is similar. We 
distinguish two cases to complete the proof. 
CASE 1. (2,) oscillates about Z. Let z+, be a local maximum of {zn}. If z,, > z and ne 2 1, 
then %,,-I 5 z,,,, and it follows from equation (2.1) that 
%,-15 &, 
= &x,--l exp [ho-l + bno-lx&-l - G,-Ix~~-~] 
I x,,-1 exp [a* + b*~&-~ - CJZ~-~] , 
which implies that a* + b*xzO-i - c*x&-i > 0. By Lemma 2.1, x,,-1 5 Z. Then, 
x,, I x,,-1 exp [a* + b*~&-~ - w&-1] 
5 x. 
Therefore, z, < x for n E N. 
CASE 2. {xn} does not oscillate about ?i?. If there exists an n* such that 2, > Z for n E N(n*), 
then, using Lemma 2.1 and equation (2.1), we have z,+i < zn for n E N(n*). Let x,, be the 
global maximum of {z,}, which must be larger than 3’. Using the same argument as in Case 1, 
we have x,, _ < w, and hence, 2, 5 x for n E PI. Now, if there exists an I such that 2, 5 2 for 
n E N(Z), let 2,, = maxa<,<lx,. -- If x,, < Z, we are finished. If x,,, > Z, then again the same 
argument as in Case 1 gives us 2 no 5 x. Therefore, x, < x for n E N. This proves the positive 
invariance of [x,X]. 
Now, we show there exists an w-periodic solution to equation (2.1) in [x,X]. Define a mapping 
F : [.X,X] 3 xc +-+ x, E [x,x]. Since the solutions of (2.1) depend continuously on xe, it follows 
that F is continuous and maps the interval B,y] into itself. Therefore, F has a fixed point 50 
and it determines an w-periodic solution (5,) to (2.1) in [x,x]. This completes the proof. 
The following theorem illustrates that the dynamics (2.1) is uniformly persistent. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume that {x,} is a solution of (2.1) with x0 > 0. Then x, E [x,x] for 
large n. 
PROOF. We only prove x, 5 x for large n. The proof of x, 2 X for large n is similar and is 
omitted. 
To show x, 5 x for large n, we distinguish two cases, 
CASE A. {xn} oscillates about Z. Let x,, (no 1 1) be a local maximum of {xn} such that 
x,,, > Z. From the proof of Theorem 2.2, we know that x,, 2 x. Thus, x,, < x for n large 
enough. 
CASE B. {x,} does not oscillate about Z. If there exists an ml such that x,, > ZE for n E 
N(mr), then, using Lemma 2.1 and equation (2.1), we have x,+1 < x, for n E N(mi). Let 
x* = lim n-co 2,. Then x’ 2 f. From 
x,+1 = x, exp [a, + b,xK - c,,xE] 
5 x,, exp [a* + b*xE - c*xz] , 
we have 
x* 5 x* exp [a* + b* (xc*)’ - c* (x*)~] , 
which implies that a* + b*(x*)P - c*(x*)Q > 0. By Lemma 2.1, x* < ??. Thus, x* = Z. Since 
Z < w, we know that there is an integer ms such that x, < x for n E N(ms). This completes 
the proof. 
The following result tells us when the w-periodic solution (9,) obtained in Theorem 2.2 is the 
global attractor of all other positive solutions of equation (2.1). 
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THEOREM 2.4. Assume that 
pb’ < qc,xQ-p and 2 + pb,r - qc*y > 0. (2.2) 
Then, the periodic solution {Zn} of (2.1) is a global attractor of all other positive solutions, and 
hence, {Zn} is the unique w-periodic positive solution of equation (2.1). 
PROOF. Let {CC,} be any positive solution of equation (2.1) and let {yn} be defined by xn = 
5, exp( yn) . Then { yn} satisfies 
yn+l = yn + b,$K (ePYn - 1) - c$?z (eqYn - 1) , n E N. (2.3) 
Now, we define 
Then, 
where 
Let 
Then, 
Therefore, 
where 
V(n) = y;. (24 
AV(n) = V(n + 1) - V(n) 
= (Y?l+1 -Yn)(Yn+l+YnVn) 
=Lz(2y?I +L,), 
I, = b,$$ (ePYm - 1) - c&‘, (eQYn - 1). 
G(n, u) = b,PKeP” - c,$$equ. 
Wn, u) 
&A 
= pb,&eP” - qc,$$eq”. 
AV(n) = (G(n,yn) --G(n,0))(2yn +G(wn)-G(n,O)) 
= cd2 + WY:, 
F,, = pb,SKeP’n - qc,,zZ$eqcn 7 
and 
with & lying between 0 and yn. From Theorem 2.3, there exists an n* such that CC,, E [&,;i7) for 
n E N(n*). Note that pb* < qc,xQMp implies pb, < qc *--‘. By (2.2), it is easy to see that X 
F, = ,P&+P 
n 
( 
pb, _ q,d~~-FekP)t” 
> 
5 ePEnS$ (pb’ - qc,xQmp) 
< xp (pb* - qc,Xq-p) 
<o 
2 + F,, = 2 + ePcniE ( 
pb, _ qk~~-Peb-P)<n 
> 
2 2 +F (pb. - qc*??-‘) 
> 0, 
for n E N(n*). This implies that there is an T > 0 such that 
AV(n) I -TY:, 
for n E N(n*). Therefore, C yj?, converges and limrr+oo y,, = 0. That is, 
&nm (5, - &) = 0. 
This completes the proof. 
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3. GLOBAL ATTRACTIVITY AND OSCILLATION WITH DELAY 
It is easy to observe that an w-periodic positive solution (2,) of equation (2.1) is an w-periodic 
positive solution of equation (1.1) and vice versa. By Theorem 2.4, equation (1.1) has a unique 
w-periodic solution {&}. So, in the sequel, we always assume that (1.2) and 
b* < c,LLQ--p and 2+pb,X’-qc*r >0 
hold. Note that b* < c*Xpdp implies pb* < qc,X q-p. The purpose of this section is to study the 
global attractivity and oscillation of {Z,,} for all other positive solutions of equation (1.1). 
First, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume 
(v-3: - AzZ3,, > 
cmw>- 
(w + 1)mw+l. 
(3.1) 
Then all positive solutions of equation (1.1) oscillate about {&,}. 
PROOF. Let {z,,} be a positive solution of equation (1.1) and set 2, = Z,e~p(y~). Then {y,} 
satisfies 
yn+l - yn + cnS$ (eqyn-my - 1) - b,$E (epyn-my - 1) = 0. (3.2) 
To show that {CC,} oscillates about {&,}, it is sufficient to show that {yn} oscillates. By way 
of contradiction, assume that {yn} is eventually positive. The case where {yn} is eventually 
negative can be dealt with similarly. 
Since c*Xpep > b*, it follows from (3.2) that {y,} is eventually nonincreasing. It is easy to 
see that 
lim yn = 0. 
?I-+0 
(3.3) 
By (3.1), there is a positive ~0, such that 
(1 - 60) (qcr2: - pb&&, > 
(mw)mw 
(mw + l)-+’ ’ 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4, we know that 
c,$: (eqYn-mw - 1) - b,ZK (epYn-mu - 1) = (qGZzeqcn - pb,ZgePcn) Y,,-~~, (3.5) 
where & lies between 0 and ynmrnw. By (3.3), we see that limnhm een = 1. This implies that 
there exists a positive integer m* such that 
qc,,ZQ,eqEn - pb,i$ePEn 1 (1 - cc) (qc+$z - pb,%:P,) , for n E N (m*) , 
since qc,$z -pb,S$ > 0 and {&}, {b,}, {G} are periodic. In view of (3.2) and (3.5), we have 
~n+l - in + (1 - ~0) (qcn5: - &$‘p,) yn-mw I 0, for 72 E N (m*) . (34 
By Theorem 7.6.1 in [12], we see that if (3.4) holds, then (3.6) cannot have an eventually positive 
solution. This is a contradiction, and hence, the proof is complete. 
The following theorem gives eventually upper and lower bounds for positive solutions of (1.1). 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that b, < 0 and z = {zn} is a solution of (1.1) and (1.3). Then there 
exists ?fi such that for all n E IV@), 
215 xn 5 z, 
where 
21 = gexp [mw (CL,, + badi* - c,,?iq) + a, + b+@’ - c*?P] , 7i = Zexp [wa,, + a*] . 
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PROOF. We first prove x, I E for n large enough. 
First, we suppose that {xn} oscillates about 2. Let {ni} be the sequence such that ni --) 00 as 
i + 00 and for i E N, 
xn I z, for n E N(n2i, n2i+l), 
2, > 2, for n E N(nzi+i + 1, nzi+2 - 1). 
Let mi E N(nzi+r, nzi+z) be such that xmi = max,,,+,ln5nai+n x,. Then, 
xmi-1 I Xtni 
= 4 hi-l exp [ami-- + L-~x~~-~-~~ - cmi--lxmi-l-mu] 
I hi-l exp [a* + b*x&-l--mw - c,x&-l-,u] . 
This implies that a* + b*~~~-i-,, - c*x&-r-,, 2 0. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
~,~-i-~~ 5 zi;. Let E$ be in N(mi - 1 - mw,nzi+i) n N(nzi,nzi+r) such that xx; 5 Z. 
Then from 
xm, I x,,-I expbmi-ll, 
we get 
xmi 5 Zexp[a,,-i +..*+afiJ 
< Zexp [a,,-1 + . . * + umi--l-mw] 
< 35 exp [mwu,, + a*] ; 
i.e., 
Now, suppose that {xn} does not oscillate about Z. Then there exists an n* such that x,, > Z 
( or x, 5 Z) for n E N(n*). If 2, > z for n E N(n*), then it follows from Lemma 2.1 and 
equation (1.1) that x n+i < x, for n E N(n* + mw). A similar argument as that for Case B in 
the proof of Theorem 2.3 gives us limn+oc x, = Z. Note that 7i > Z. Therefore, in either case, 
there exists an m* such that x, 5 ‘il for n E N(m*). 
Now, we prove x, 2 21 for n large enough. 
Suppose first that {xcn} oscillates about g. Let {ki} be the sequence such that ki + 00 as 
i + 00 and for i E M, 
xn L g:, for n E N(h, hi+& 
XVI < c, for n E N(k-z++r + 1, k2i+z - 1). 
Let k E N(h+l, h+d b e such that xii = minkni+l+&<kai+a 2,. Then, 
q-1 1x1; 
= q-1 exp [Q-I + hi-lx~-l--mw + c~-~x~~-~-~J 
1 q-1 exp [a* + b[-l-mw - c*x~~-~-~J . 
This implies that a, + b*~E-i-~~ - c*x~‘-~-~ _ < 0. It then follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
xl<-1--mw L LL Let ii be in N(li - 1 - mw,kzi+i) n N(lczi, Iczi+i) such that xi; 2 :. From 
Lemma 2.1 and Z < E, we conclude that 
a, + b,ii* - c,,zq 5 a’ + b’%* - ceaq < 0. 
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Then, for i such that Ii - mw E N(nl), from 
xii 2 xii-1 exp [ari-r + bl,-rZP - c~~-lE’] , 
we get 
li-1 
21. >x .-- C( a, + b,up - c,Gq) 
n=ii 1 
Ii-1 
>a: c (a, +b,?P’-G?‘) 
n+-l-VW 1 
2 gexp [mw (aav + ba,,?iP - ca,,2J) + a, + b*ZP - COZY] 
= g. 
Now, suppose that (2,) does not oscillate about :. Then there exists an n, such that x,, 2 a: 
(or 2, < :) for n E N(n,). If 5, < 2 for n E N(n,), then it follows from Lemma 2.1 and 
equation (1.1) that x,+1 > CC, for n E N(n, + mw). Let x* = limn+a,x,. Then x* 5 z. 
Moreover, from 
we have 
x* 2 x* exp [a, + b,zz - c*zQ*] . 
This implies that a, + b,zc’: - c*xz 5 0. By Lemma 2.1, 2, 2 :. Therefore, limndoo CC, = :. Note 
that Z-C a: since aa,, + ba,EP 2 c,,‘iiq < 0 b y L emma 2.1. So, in either case, there exists an m, 
such that xn > u for n E N(m,). 
Let E = max{m,, m*}. Then, 
u<x,IE, -- fornEN(F2). 
This completes the proof. 
With the help of Theorem 3.2, we want to study the global attractivity of (55,) for alI positive 
solutions of (1.1). 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that b, 5 0 and 
3 
mw (qGEq - pbn;iiP)av + (qc*G - pb,Ep) < - + 
1 
2 2(mU+1)’ (3.7) 
Then every solution of (1.1) and (1.3) satisfies 
lim (x, - &) = 0. 
?Z-CO (3.8) 
PROOF. Let x, = !I?,, exp(y,). Then {yn} satisfies 
yn+l - yn + c$i?~ (eqYn-mw - 1) - b,5$ (ePyn-“‘y - 1) = 0. 
To show (3.8), it suffices to show limn+oo yn = 0. By the mean value theorem, we have 
c&E~ (eqyn-my - 1) - bn5$ (epyn-mu - 1) = (qc,$$eqE^ - pb,ZP,ePEn) Y+~,,, 
= (qw: - pbnr);) an-mw, 
where &, lies between 0 and y,+-, and hence, rl, = S,etn lies between & and x,+,-. Since 
b, < 0, by Theorem 3.2, 
vn214 - pb,uP 5 wn$, - A& I w,zq - pb,zp, 
for TZ E N(m). In view of (3.7) and Theorem 1.2 in [7], we know that lim,,,y,, = 0. This 
completes the proof. 
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